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During magnetically dominated relativistic reconnection, inflowing plasma depletes the initial
relativistic pressure at the x-line and collisionless plasma heating inside the diffusion region is insuf-
ficient to overcome this loss. The resulting pressure drop causes a collapse at the x-line, essentially
a localization mechanism of the diffusion region necessary for fast reconnection. The extension of
this low-pressure region further explains the bursty nature of anti-parallel reconnection because a
once opened outflow exhaust can also collapse, which repeatedly triggers secondary tearing islands.
However, a stable single x-line reconnection can be achieved when an external guide field exists,
since the reconnecting magnetic field component rotates out of the reconnection plane at outflows,
providing additional magnetic pressure to sustain the opened exhausts.
PACS numbers: 52.27.Ny, 52.35.Vd, 98.54.Cm, 98.70.Rz
Introduction– The last decade has seen a dramatic
surge of interest in the potential role of magnetically
dominated reconnection (ratio of the magnetic energy
density to the plasma enthalpy density σ ≡ B20/(4piw)
1) in powering strong particle acceleration and high-
energy radiation in various astrophysical environments
[1–4], including super-flares in pulsar winds [5–8], accre-
tion disks and jets emanating from rotating compact ob-
jects and their merging events [9–13]. Magnetic recon-
nection breaks and rejoins magnetic field lines inside the
diffusion region that dwells in current sheets. By virtue
of the frozen-in condition between a plasma and magnetic
flux outside the diffusion region, a continuous reconnec-
tion process inherently involves the transient motion of
particles through this diffusion region from the inflow to
the outflow areas. Notably, inside a planar high-σ current
sheet, the pressure needs to be relativistic to balance the
strong upstream magnetic pressure; i.e., Psheet ≈ B20/8pi.
This balanced pressure during reconnection is often as-
sumed in theoretical models [e.g., 14–17]. However, it
is questionable whether the reconnection diffusion region
can provide sufficient thermal heating to sustain this rel-
ativistic pressure under a constant inflow of low-pressure
(i.e., compared to B20/8pi) plasmas. Understanding this
force balance is critical in determining the structure of
the reconnection layer, which ultimately decides particle
acceleration during reconnection and its radiation signa-
tures.
In this letter, we demonstrate that a significant pres-
sure drop occurs at the magnetic x-line, Pxline  B20/8pi,
in fully kinetic simulations of high-σ magnetic reconnec-
tion. We then perform analyses to show that collisionless
plasma heating inside the diffusion region is insufficient
to sustain a thermal pressure that can balance the strong
magnetic pressure far upstream. This plays a key role in
determining the geometry of the reconnection layer as it
provides a localization mechanism that limits the length
of the diffusion region, and is essential for facilitating fast
magnetic reconnection [18] in this regime [39]. On the
other hand, numerical simulations also reveal that rela-
tivistic reconnection in the antiparallel geometry is char-
acterized by repetitive bursts of magnetic islands [19, 20],
but a more stable single x-line is possible with an external
guide field [21, 22]. We point out that this morphology
difference can be explained by the change of the outflow
magnetic structure and the pressure balance across the
exhaust.
Simulation setup– The initial magnetic field B =
Bx0[tanh(z/λ)xˆ + bgyˆ]. We use electron-positron pairs
that have mass mi = me ≡ m. Each species has a dis-
tribution fh ∝ sech2(z/λ)exp[−γd(γLmc2 ±mVduy)/T ′]
in the simulation frame, which is a component with a
peak density n′0 and temperature T
′ boosted by a drift
velocity ±Vd in the y-direction for ions and electrons, re-
spectively. In this Letter, the primed quantities are mea-
sured in the fluid rest (proper) frame, while the unprimed
quantities are measured in the simulation frame unless
otherwise specified. Here u = γLv is the 4-velocity,
γL = 1/[1 − (v/c)2]1/2 is the Lorentz factor of a par-
ticle, and γd ≡ 1/[1 − (Vd/c)2]1/2. The drift velocity is
determined by Ampe´re’s law cBx0/(4piλ) = 2eγdn
′
0Vd.
The temperature is determined by the pressure balance
B2x0/(8pi) = 2n
′
0T
′. The resulting density in the simu-
lation frame is n0 = γdn
′
0. In addition, a non-drifting
background component fb ∝ exp(−γLmc2/Tb) with a
uniform density nb is included. The simulations are
performed using VPIC [23], which solves the fully rela-
tivistic dynamics of particles and electromagnetic fields.
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FIG. 1: bg = 0 case. In (a) the evolution of the reconnection
rate R. The pressure component Pi,zz overlaid with Ay con-
tours at time 1250/ωpe in (b), its cut along z = 0 in (c) where
the red dashed line marks the initial value. The time stack
plot of these z = 0 cuts in (d). Pressures are normalized to
nbmc
2 and the color map is caped by value 200.
Densities are normalized by the initial background den-
sity nb, time is normalized by the plasma frequency
ωpe ≡ (4pinbe2/me)1/2, velocities are normalized by the
light speed c, and spatial scales are normalized by the
inertia length de ≡ c/ωpe. Pressures that will be dis-
cussed in detail are normalized to nbmc
2. The boundary
conditions are periodic in the x-direction, while in the z-
direction the field boundary condition is conducting and
the particles are reflected at the boundaries. The domain
size is Lx × Lz = 768de × 768de with 6144× 12288 cells.
There are 100 particles per cell. The half-thickness of
the initial sheet is λ = 20de, nb = n
′
0, Tb/mec
2 = 0.5 and
ωpe/Ωce = 0.05 where Ωce ≡ eBx0/(mec) is a cyclotron
frequency. The magnetization parameter σ ≡ B20/(4piw)
where w = 2n′mc2 + 2(Γ/(Γ − 1))n′T ′ with the ratio of
specific heats Γ = 5/3. The reconnecting component con-
tributes to σx ≡ B2x0/(4piw) = (Ωce/ωpe)2/{2[1 + (Γ/Γ−
1)(Tb/mc
2)]}, which is 88.9. In this work, we compare
the antiparallel case (bg = 0) and a guide field case with
bg = 1.
The pressure depletion at the x-line– Fig. 1 shows re-
sults in the anti-parallel geometry. Panel (a) shows
the evolution of the normalized reconnection rate R ≡
∂tΨ/Bx0VAx0, where Ψ = max(Ay) − min(Ay) along
z = 0 and Ay is the y-component of the vector po-
tential. The Alfve´n speed in the x-direction is VAx0 =
c[σx/(1+σx+σg)]
1/2 [24]. The reconnection rate reaches
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FIG. 2: bg = 1 case. In (a) the evolution of the reconnection
rate R. The pressure component Pi,zz overlaid with Ay con-
tours at time 1650/ωpe in (b), its cut along z = 0 in (c) where
the red dashed line marks the initial value. The time stack
plot of these z = 0 cuts in (d).
the typical fast rate of order 0.1 [25, 26]. The pressure
component Pi,zz, which is responsible for pressure bal-
ance across the current sheet, is shown in (b), its cut
along z = 0 in (c), and the time stack plot of z = 0
cuts in (d). Here we employ Wright and Hadley’s [27–
29] definition of pressure tensor P
↔ ≡ ∫ d3uvuf − nVU
where V ≡ (1/n) ∫ d3uvf and U ≡ (1/n) ∫ d3uuf . Al-
though the definition of this pressure is not symmetric,
it is sufficient to illustrate the pressure change inside the
reconnection layer. The pronounced feature is a signifi-
cant drop of pressure (dark area, up to ×O(100) smaller)
at both the x-line and outflow exhausts when the system
evolves toward its nonlinear stage, and it is accompanied
with the bursty generation of secondary tearing islands.
This pressure drop occurs as the inflowing low-pressure
plasma from upstream depletes the pressure around the
diffusion region. For the bg = 1 case (Fig. 2), the pres-
sure drop is also evident. An important difference to the
antiparallel case is the fact that a stable single x-line and
a similar fast rate can be achieved without multiple mag-
netic islands. While not being the focus of this work, in-
terestingly, the thickness of the diffusion region becomes
much broader in the bg = 1 case likely due to the current
starvation effect and incompressibility associated with a
guide field [30]. Note that this pressure depletion and
these conclusions hereafter not only apply to Harris-type
current sheets, but also to (initially) force-free current
sheet [2, 20, 24]; because the initial magnetic pressure
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FIG. 3: Pressure depletion vs. x-line localization. Green ar-
rows indicate the flow pattern inherent to reconnection. The
initial high pressure plasmas in red, the depleted plasma pres-
sure in green. In (a) an elongated diffusion region. In (b) a
localized diffusion region. In (c) the effect of the guide field.
In (d) the analysis of the force balance (Eq. (1)) across the
primary x-line of the antiparallel case, in (e) for the bg = 1
case. Dashed curves show the initial profiles for comparison.
therein will also be expelled out to the downstream in
the nonlinear stage.
Pressure depletion as a localization mechanism– In
Fig. 3, we illustrate the need of localization when the
thermal pressure drops right at the x-line. During recon-
nection, the total pressure (i.e., magnetic plus thermal)
at the diffusion region is depleted by the inflowing low-
pressure plasmas. The red areas of the current sheet
in (a) and (b) indicate the original pressure that is high
enough to balance the magnetic pressure upstream of the
planar current sheet. The green part indicates a low-
pressure plasma that flows in from the upstream region.
If the pressure depletion cannot be overcome by ther-
mal heating at the diffusion region, then an elongated
diffusion region, as shown in (a), is not an option for a
steady state solution because the green region will col-
lapse. The only way to restore the force-balance along
the inflow is to develop a localized geometry as shown in
(b); because the indented upstream magnetic field will in-
voke a tension force pointing to the upstream, balancing
the magnetic pressure gradient force −∂zB2x0/8pizˆ. Note
that the geometry in (b) and (c) with a opened outflow
exhaust implies a diffusion region of limited length; i.e.,
a localized diffusion region. A more localized diffusion re-
gion induces a faster inflow and thus a stronger pressure
depletion to localize the diffusion region; i.e., these steps
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FIG. 4: Heating efficiency (Eq. (2)) analysis across the pri-
mary x-line. The bg = 0 case (bg = 1 case) in the left (right).
The insets zoom in near the x-line to better show
∑
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profiles.
form a dynamical loop of positive feedback. While one
may consider that some other mechanisms, such as sec-
ondary tearing modes, localize the diffusion region and
deplete the pressure therein accordingly, it is difficult to
explain why the pressure inside the entire exhaust is de-
pleted as well, as seen between x/de ∈ [−200, 200] in
Fig. 1(b)-(d).
To demonstrate the correlation between the pressure
drop and localization, we analyze the force-balance,
which can be derived from the momentum equation [28]
mns∂tUs+mnsVs ·∇Us = −∇·P
↔
s+qsnsE+qsns(Vs×
B/c). By summing up the momentum equations of the
two species (s = e, i), we obtain the force-balance equa-
tion ∇B2/8pi +∑s∇ · P↔s − B · ∇B/4pi +∑smnsVs ·
∇Us+
∑
smns∂tUs−
∑
s qsnsE+∂tE/(4pic) = 0. Across
the x-line along the inflow (z-) direction, the dominant
terms are integrated to give
B2
8pi
+
∑
s
Ps,zz −
∫ z
−Lz/2
B · ∇Bz
4pi
dz′ ' const. (1)
As shown in Fig. 3(d), the initial (dashed curves) rel-
ativistically hot
∑
s Ps,zz (green) can balance the up-
stream B2/8pi (red). Later (solid curves),
∑
s Ps,zz drops
significantly and the only term that can balance B2/8pi is
the tension force (blue) pointing to the upstream. This
captures the effect of the indenting upstream magnetic
field illustrated in (b) and (c), essentially the localization
of the diffusion region [25]. A similar balance is observed
with a guide field in (e), but an important difference at
the outflow exhaust will be discussed later.
The thermal heating efficiency toward the x-line– If Pzz
at the x-line is smaller than B2x0/8pi, it leads to a localiza-
tion needed for fast reconnection. This condition holds
regardless of the initial thickness (2δ) or the profile of the
current sheet. The question is then why the pressure at
the x-line drops significantly. We address this question
by examining the heating process along with the inflow-
ing plasma. Per Poynting’s theorem, J · E measures the
4energy conversion rate from electromagnetic energy to
plasma energies. Dotting the momentum equations with
Vs then summing up species, we get J ·E =
∑
smnsVs ·
(Vs · ∇)Us +
∑
sVs · (∇ · P
↔
s) +
∑
smnsVs · ∂tUs. In-
tegrating the energy gain of plasmas along its path (at
x = 0) toward the x-line, we find the dominant terms in
the nonlinear state, ∫
(J ·E)dt =
∫ z
−Lz/2
(J ·E)dz
′
Vz
'
∑
s
mns
Vs,yUs,y
2
+
∑
s
Ps,zz +
∫ ∑
s
Vs,y(∇ ·P
↔
s)y
dz′
Vz
.
(2)
This integral has an apparent singularity near the vicinity
of the x-line where Vz → 0, which exactly arises from the
last term of RHS; i.e., because Ey = (1/qsns)(∇ · P
↔
s)y
[31] right at the x-line, so that J ·E '∑s Vs,y(∇ ·P↔s)y.
We remove the contribution from this term in the integral
[40] and plot it as orange curves in Fig. 4 for both the
bg = 0 and bg = 1 cases. We see that these orange curves
follow well the profiles of
∑
smnsVs,yUs,y/2 +
∑
s Ps,zz
in light blue. In the insets,
∑
s Ps,zz profiles (in green)
are blown up to better show the variation. In both cases,
the magnetic energy is mostly converted to the bulk flow
kinetic energy in the current (y-) direction, while only
a relatively small portion to the thermal pressure in the
z-direction,
∑
s Ps,zz.
On the other hand, a rough estimation suggests
that the energy conversion
∫
(J ·E)dt ∼ JyEy∆t ∼
(c/4pi)(Bx0/δ)(VinBx0/c)(δ/Vin) ∼ O(B2x0/4pi). Here
∆t ∼ δ/Vin is used to estimate the transient time-scale
[31]; i.e., the average time spent by a particle in the dif-
fusion region. The peak value of plasma energy gain
(in light blue) is limited by O(B2x0/4pi) = 400 (dashed
lines) as shown in Fig. 4. From these observations, we
conclude that if most energy is converted to the bulk
kinetic energy of the current carrier, then right at the x-
line
∑
s Ps,zz < B
2
x0/8pi; the diffusion region needs to be
localized. It is interesting to remark that this kinetic de-
scription is different from that of resistive-MHD models.
In MHD, inflowing plasma does not need to be turned
into current carriers and no energy is required to sustain
the current. Thus, such localization mechanisms may be
absent in resistive-MHD.
Bursty multiple x-lines vs. stable single x-line– The
preferential pressure depletion right at the x-line tends
to localize the diffusion region. For an opened outflow
exhaust to be stable, it also requires a balanced pres-
sure across the exhaust; i.e., it needs the high-pressure
(red) parts of the current sheet in Fig. 3(b). Although
the plasma will be further heated while being acceler-
ated into outflow exhausts, the exhaust heating in the
anti-parallel case (Fig. 1), however, also appears un-
able to bring the plasma pressure back to the original
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FIG. 5: The bg = 0 case (bg = 1 cases) in the left (right)
column. Top and bottom rows show the out-of-plane mag-
netic pressure B2y/8pi and the total magnetic pressure B
2/8pi
overlaid with Ay contours, respectively. In (c) and (d), quan-
tity ∆Q ≡ Q − min(Q). The color map In (b) is caped by
value 200. The concentric B2/8pi dip around the x-line best
illustrates the localization.
value. A once opened exhaust will thus collapse into a
thin current sheet, until it triggers copious fast growing
secondary tearing modes, forming competing multiple x-
lines. The growth of magnetic islands helps establish
the localization (Fig. 3(b)) locally for each individual x-
line, but those islands can be expelled out by the pri-
mary outflows from a primary x-line (near the center of
simulation domain). Thus, the generation of magnetic
islands inside the reconnection layer is bursty and repeti-
tive, as clearly seen in Fig. 1(d). One may argue that
these tearing modes are essential for the localization,
but they are in fact secondary effects immersed inside
the large-scale localization (i.e., concentric darker area
in Fig. 5(b)) caused by the pressure depletion. This as-
pect becomes clearer in guide field reconnection where
secondary tearing islands can be avoided but the system
still achieves a localized geometry. Due to the symme-
try, an out-of-plane magnetic field is not generated in the
anti-parallel case as shown in Fig. 5(a). However, with
a guide field the reconnecting field, once reconnects, can
simply rotate to the out-of-plane direction and provide
the (magnetic) pressure needed for supporting opened
outflow exhausts. This is seen in Fig. 5(c) and (d) along
the outflow, and the idea is illustrated in Fig. 3(c) where
a larger ⊗ symbol indicates a stronger out-of-plane field.
This structure is consistent with Petschek’s solution of
outflow structures; in the anti-parallel case, the outflow
exhaust is bounded by a pair of co-planar (i.e., no By at
downstream) slow shocks [15, 32, 33], which turns into a
5pair of rotational discontinuities (that preserves the mag-
netic pressure) in the guide field case [e.g., [15, 33–35]].
This additional source of magnetic pressure (Fig. 5(c))
inside the exhaust makes a stable single x-line reconnec-
tion possible, in sharp contrast to the bursty antiparallel
case (Fig. 5(b)).
Summary and Discussion– In strongly magnetized
plasmas, there is an intriguing linkage between the heat-
ing efficiency inside the reconnection diffusion region and
its localization mechanism, that is needed for fast recon-
nection. We analyze the force balance across the diffu-
sion region of relativistic reconnection with and without
a guide field. For both cases, significant pressure drops
from the original equilibrium value are observed at the x-
line. The inflowing plasma gains mostly the bulk kinetic
energy in the out-of-plane direction, while only a small
fraction of magnetic energy is converted to build up the
pressure in the inflow direction; this may reflect the dif-
ficulty of thermal heating (compared to the bulk accel-
eration) in collisionless plasmas. Meanwhile, the overall
energy conversion seen by the plasma flowing into the
x-line is limited due to its transient time-scale within
the diffusion region. Thus we conclude that the thermal
heating inside the diffusion region is insufficient to over-
come the pressure depletion by the continuous inflowing
low-pressure plasma, making Pzz < B
2
x0/8pi right at the
x-line. This pressure drop localizes the diffusion region.
Contrary to the common perception on the role of x-line
heating, we argue that an insufficient thermal heating at
reconnection x-line, in fact, provides a key localization
mechanism necessary for fast reconnection. Given some
degree of localization, the system can easily reach a state
with a reconnection rate close to value ∼ O(0.1) [25].
Radiative cooling could further reduce the thermal
pressure at the x-line, enhancing the localization. It
may also trigger more secondary tearing islands during
antiparallel reconnection because the low-pressure region
can extend to farther downstream. In nature it is more
common to have a finite guide field, and the extra
magnetic pressure provided by the field rotation helps
support the opening of reconnection exhausts, enabling
a stable single x-line. Interestingly, in electron-proton
plasmas the Hall quadrupole field also arises from the
rotation of the reconnecting magnetic field [36, 37], and
it may play a similar role in providing an additional
pressure to support the opened outflow exhaust [41].
This aspect deserves a thorough study both in the
high-σ and in the non-relativistic low-β regimes.
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